40 YEARS OF HUNTING WITH THE ARGO AND STILL GOING STRONG FOR OUTDOOR QUEST TV SHOW
HOST
RICHARD MELLON AND OUTDOOR QUEST TV
Richard Mellon has been hunting and camping with ARGOs since the mid-1970’s. The versatile vehicle
has played a major part in his family’s outdoor experiences for near half a century.
As an Official ARGO Outfitter Partner and the host of Canada’s longest running, independently
produced television hunting series, Outdoor Quest TV, Mellon has relied on the ARGO to get to some of
Western Canada’s most remote hunting territories.
“The ability to leave the roads and crowds behind was what drew us to the ARGO. The ARGO allows you
to hunt wherever the game is without you worrying how you’re going to get it out. It never fails,” notes
Mellon.
Now on its 15th year of Broadcast, the show sees hosts Rich and Sandi Mellon, TJ Schwanky and Vanessa
Harrop, give viewers the best in high-adventure hunting from around the world. Outdoor Quest TV hosts
don't hunt for the camera. They are real hunters that take viewers along on real hunts where life
definitely isn't scripted. From the highest mountains in Western Canada and Asian, to the tsetse fly
infested swamps of Africa, no adventure is too extreme. Outdoor Quest is more than a name, it's a
lifestyle.

BIG GAME, UPLANDS, WATERFOWL HUNTING – GO WHERE THE COMPETITION CAN’T
From the mountains to the marsh to the savanna, hunting enthusiasts of every stripe agree that the
ARGO is the better way to go. No matter what game is in season, ARGO’s all-season mobility will get
hunters there and back.
Bring friends, stack up gear - Argo lets hunters haul in heavy loads without leaving a heavy footprint.
ARGO’s 8x8 traction gets a firm grip without damaging environmentally sensitive areas, so hunter’s
favorite wilderness zones remain wild and pristine year after year.
Watch for the ARGO in action on future episodes of Outdoor Quest TV broadcast on the Wild TV
Network www.wildtv.ca and also on the Outdoor Quest TV YouTube channel
www.youtube.com/outdoorquesttv.

